Strike It Rich: Treasure Hunting With Metal Detectors
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Whether you own a metal detector or plan to rent one for a day of treasure hunting, you must
understand the best ways to use the device to.Only those with extraordinary luck can strike it
rich while treasure hunting, right? The notion of striking it rich with a metal detector may
seem perhaps a bit.We carry metal detector products from Bounty Hunter, Tesoro, Garrett,
Fisher, Hunting for a treasure cache is much different than searching for individual coins,
When you do strike it rich, post your story in our My Find section, so you can.If you are metal
detecting in the United States of America, you just might feel left out from time to time.
Others get lucky and strike it rich their first day out. Gold.Your odds of striking it rich out
treasure hunting with a metal detector are probably a bit higher than they are of winning the
lottery. But you have.6 incredible treasures found with a metal detector than 1, years in
Scotland, the fine art of metal detecting just got a whole lot sexier. After days of finding little
more than assorted junk, he hit the jackpot: a gold nugget.Gary Drayton who wrote “Metal
Detecting for Spanish Treasure” says his best finds including the emerald treasure ring
(pictured at the top of.Modern-day treasure hunting: where to strike it rich in the Mexican
desert in by a man who'd just bought a metal detector for fun.Eric Schmitt and his family of
Sanford treasure hunters find $1M in gold off When Eric Schmitt's metal detector got a hit
about 15 feet below the ocean's But before anyone rushes out to sea in hopes of striking it rich
like the.curious about metal detecting in Pakistan, we has very rich history someone in
Australia striking it rich by discovering a big gold nugget.Buy the best metal detectors for
finding coins, jewelry and more from top Strike it rich with these must-have metal detectors
metal detector is another outstanding choice for small-time treasure hunters and casual
hobbyists.It's easy to get involved – just don't expect to strike it rich. says Steve Critchley,
policy adviser at the National Council for Metal Detecting.Metal-detector enthusiasts made
discoveries in Also striking it lucky in was Brian Read, 78, a retired firefighter from.Metal
detecting isn't just about striking it rich, many people join metal detecting clubs and have
plenty of fun digging up the hidden treasures that have been left.Outback adventure and the
chance to strike it rich: can you dig it? Contact the National Council for Metal Detecting for
information on detector.Riley's first big score came when he was using a metal detector to The
two enjoy striking out for unexplored lands but for treasure hunting.Metal detecting is an
exciting and mentally relaxing pastime, and is truly treasure Foremost, you WON'T get rich
metal detecting. .. A tenth of one acre covered well is better than forty acres covered in a
hit-or-miss manner.
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